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Rotational magnetic endosome microrheology: Viscoelastic architecture inside living cells
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~Received 28 December 2002; revised manuscript received 28 February 2003; published 23 June 2003!

The previously developed technique of magnetic rotational microrheology@Phys. Rev. E67, 011504~2003!#
is proposed to investigate the rheological properties of the cell interior. An endogeneous magnetic probe is
obtained inside living cells by labeling intracellular compartments with magnetic nanoparticles, following the
endocytosis mechanism, the most general pathway used by eucaryotic cells to internalize substances from an
extracellular medium. Primarily adsorbed on the plasma membrane, the magnetic nanoparticles are first inter-
nalized within submicronic membrane vesicles~100 nm diameter! to finally concentrate inside endocytotic
intracellular compartments (0.6mm diameter!. These magnetic endosomes attract each other and form chains
within the living cell when submitted to an external magnetic field. Here we demonstrate that these chains of
magnetic endosomes are valuable tools to probe the intracellular dynamics at very local scales. The viscoelas-
ticity of the chain microenvironment is quantified in terms of a viscosityh and a relaxation timet by analyzing
the rotational dynamics of each tested chain in response to a rotation of the external magnetic field. The
viscosityh governs the long time flow of the medium surrounding the chains and the relaxation timet reflects
the proportion of solidlike versus liquidlike behavior (t5h/G, whereG is the high-frequency shear modulus!.
Measurements in HeLa cells show that the cell interior is a highly heterogeneous structure, with regions where
chains are embedded inside a dense viscoelastic matrix and other domains where chains are surrounded by a
less rigid viscoelastic material. When one compound of the cell cytoskeleton is disrupted~microfilaments or
microtubules!, the intracellular viscoelasticity becomes less heterogeneous and more fluidlike, in the sense of
both a lower viscosity and a lower relaxation time.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.061908 PACS number~s!: 87.16.Ka, 87.16.Tb, 83.85.Cg, 75.50.Mm
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cell viscoelasticity and its ability to withstand applie
stress are crucial to explain cellular functions~cell division,
muscle contraction, cell adhesion, cell spreading!, motivat-
ing, for almost three decades, the large number of stu
that have focused on determining the rheological behavio
living cells. Whole-cell deformation has been achieved us
different techniques:~i! fluid shear or centrifugal forces@1#
have been used to apply a global load to the cell;~ii ! mi-
cropipet aspiration@2# has been the main assay to meas
both the elastic modulus of the cell membrane and the
coelastic properties of the cell interior@3–5#; ~iii ! microplate
manipulation@6# has been used to impose uniaxial deform
tion on an individual cell, allowing time scale measureme
of its structural properties; and~iv! the concept of optica
deformability was more recently used to deform the cell w
an optical stretcher@7#. At a smaller scale, the cell wa
probed through its surface by manipulation with micro
eedles@8#, cell poking @9#, and atomic force microscopy
with recent improvements for cell elasticity measureme
by attaching a microsphere to the end of the scanning
@10,11#. Microspheres attached on the cell surface have c
monly been used to measure the specific viscoelastic co
cients of the plasma membrane using optical tweezers@12# or
magnetic bead rheometry@13#, and more recently to deduc
the whole frequency dependent mechanical behavior of
cortical cytoskeleton@14,15#. However, until now, only a few
attempts to measure the local viscoelasticity inside the
have been developed, following two distinct approaches.
one hand, spontaneous motion and diffusion of intracellu
1063-651X/2003/67~6!/061908~12!/$20.00 67 0619
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organelles such as granules@16# or engulfed microsphere
@17# are used to investigate the cell interior. On the oth
hand, intracellular granules trapped with optical tweez
@18# or phagocytosed magnetic microspheres rotated@19,20#
and translated@21# by external fields enable one to transm
stress directly to the cytoplasm, allowing investigations
the cytoskeletal mechanics. The magnetic intracellular pr
then depends on the process of phagocytosis, during whi
specialized cell is able to internalize micrometer-sized p
ticles. Nevertheless, the common way to ingest extracell
material for all eucaryotic cells consists in the process
endocytosis in which portions of the plasma membrane
vaginate and pinch off to form an intracellular vesicle co
taining the ingested substance. The primary endocyt
vesicles formed exhibit diameters from 50 to 100 nm, ma
ing it impossible for a micrometric bead to follow this sp
cific way. By contrast, nanometer-sized magnetic partic
follow this endocytosis pathway: nanoparticles are delive
from the first endocytotic vesicles into larger organelle
namely, endosomes, which are micrometer-sized intracell
vesicles (0.6mm diameter!. We are then able to obtain
magnetic probe inside nonphagocyting cells by label
these preexisiting intracellular compartments with magne
nanoparticles. Magnetic endosomes loaded with nano
ticles attract each other and align to form chains inside
cell, when they are submitted to an external magnetic fie
The chains of magnetic endosomes appear as suitable
to probe the viscoelasticity of the cytoplasm using the n
rotational microrheological technique described in@22#. It
consists in analyzing the response of the chains to a c
trolled applied magnetic torque. Relevant results concern
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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WILHELM, GAZEAU, AND BACRI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061908 ~2003!
the local microenvironment of endocytotic organelles
found by performing the viscoelastic measurements o
general mammalian cell model~HeLa cells!, inside cells with
an intact cytoskeleton or inside cells where one of the
toskeleton compounds, microtubules or actin filaments, is
lectively disrupted.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Cell culture and magnetic labeling

HeLa human ovarian tumor cells were grown at 37 °C
5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium suppl
mented with 10% heat inactivated fetal calf serum,
units/ml penicillin, 40 mg/ml streptomycin and 0.3 mg/m
L-glutamine in specially designed 1 mm cylindrical cha
bers stuck on glass circular lamellae to which cells adh
Magnetic cell labeling was achieved using cobalt ferr
magnetic nanoparticles (CoFe2O4). The nanoparticles have
mean diameter of 8 nm and bear negative charges du
carboxylate groups complexed on their surface, ensu
their stability in aqueous solution. Each nanoparticle is
ferrimagnetic single domain with a mean magnetic mom
of 1.2310219 A m2. They are dispersed in serum-free cu
ture medium with a corresponding iron concentration@Fe#
510 mM and are incubated with HeLa cells for 1 h, fo
lowed by a 1 hchase, both steps at 37 °C. Nanoparticle c
uptake was quantified through the magnetophoresis a
@23#, where the velocity of a cell in suspension submitted
a magnetic field gradient leads to the amount of internali
nanoparticles by simply balancing magnetic and visc
forces. For the above incubation conditions, each cell in
nalizes a mean number of (1162.7)3106 nanoparticles per
cell ~corresponding to 21.465.2 pg of iron per cell!.

B. Electron microscopy

After the magnetic labeling and chase, adhering c
were washed twice with 0.1M cacodylate buffer and the
fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer for 1 h at
4 °C. Cells were then postfixed in 1% OsO4 for 2 h at 4 °C,
washed again with cacodylate buffer, dehydrated in an a
hol series, and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections of
nm were examined with a JEOL120CX transmission elect
microscope. In some cases, a 100 mT homogeneous m
netic field was applied in the plane of the cell monolayer
15 min before and 15 min after glutaraldehyde addition.

C. Immunofluorescence microscopy and cytoskeletal drugs

Fluorescent labeling of the cytoskeletal networks of fi
mentous actin and of microtubules was achieved using,
spectively, phalloidin and antitubulin antibody. Cells we
fixed under a 100 mT magnetic field with 3% paraformald
hyde in phosphate buffer saline~PBS!, permeabilized with
PBS containing 0.1% saponin and labeled with rhodam
phalloidin or with an antitubulin antibody revealed with
conjugated secondary antibody. The cells were then obse
with a confocal laser-scanning microscope. Latrunculine
and nocodazole were used to depolymerize, respectively
06190
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actin filaments and the microtubules. The cells were in
bated for 10 min with latrunculine A at 1mM or 30 min with
nocodazole at 10mM . The effect of the drugs was observe
for each type of filament by immunofluorescence on the c
fixed under a magnetic field.

D. Magnetic device under microscope

To magnetically monitor the magnetic endosomes ins
the cells, the magnetic field setup shown in Fig. 1 w
adapted to an inverted Leica microscope with a plan 103
oil immersion thermostated lens. Two pairs of Helmho
coils are positioned on the two diagonals of the microsco
plane. A permanent current supplies one pair of coils, cre
ing a homogeneous magnetic fieldB in the (x,y) diagonal.
Measurements were performed using four different value
the magnetic fieldB: 23, 32.5, 39, and 55 mT~corresponding
to currents from 2 to 5.5 A!. The other pair of coils, along the
(x,2y) diagonal, is supplied by the same current that go
through an electronic commutator allowing one to switch
the current in it with a characteristic time lower than 1ms.
The magnetic field resulting from both pairs of Helmho

FIG. 1. Magnetic device to perform microrheological measu
ments inside the cell. Two pairs of coils in the Helmholtz config
ration are supplied with the same current intensity, providing
magnetic field along thex direction. The intensity of the pair o
coils parallel to the (x,2y) diagonal can be switched to zero in
characteristic time smaller than 1ms by using an electronic com
mutator. Thus, the magnetic field can be rotated qua
instantaneously att50 from the x direction (u50) toward the
directionu5u0545°. The probe—chain of magnetic endosomes
then experiences an initial magnetic torque proportional to the m
netic fieldB created by the pair of coils parallel to the (x,y) diag-
onal, and its subsequent rotation is parametrized by the anglu,
varying fromu50 to u5u0.
8-2
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ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC ENDOSOME . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061908 ~2003!
coils is first oriented along thex direction ~defining u50)
and rotates quasi-instantaneously toward the directionu0

545°, when the current in the second pair of coils
switched off. Both pairs of coils are thermostated to av
overheating. The 10 mm diameter cylindrical chambers c
taining cells are placed inside the coils. The entire devic
regulated at 37 °C. All the images were captured using
ultrafast camera and digitized on a computer. The video s
tem samples up to 500 images per second. The probe rot
is analyzed using a self-written tracking algorithm imp
mented with NIH image-processing software.

III. PRINCIPLES

Rotational microrheology

Soft materials often display characteristics of both flu
and solids. Their viscoelastic properties reflect their ability
dissipate~viscosity! and to store~elasticity! mechanical en-
ergy at the same time. To describe the combined viscous
elastic properties of such systems, one simple model con
in adopting a mechanical equivalent circuit of a visco
dashpot and an elastic spring in series, as represented in
2~a! ~Maxwell model!. The local viscoelasticity can be de
duced from the rotational dynamics of a small probe inser
inside the considered medium. Probe rotation~angle of rota-
tion u) is induced by the applied torqueG, which is coun-
teracted by the viscous torque~proportional todu/dt) and
the elastic torque~proportional tou) exerted by the medium
on the probe. The angular velocity is therefore the sum o
viscous contribution and an elastic one:

FIG. 2. Mechanical equivalent circuits to describe the behav
of ~a! a typical linear Maxwell fluid~elastic springG associated in
series with a dashpoth) and ~b! the cell interior viscoelasticity
@elastic Voigt element~parallel arrangement of a springG and a
dashpoth1) in series with a dashpoth].
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du

dt
5

G

kVh
1

1

kVG

dG

dt
, ~1!

where V is the volume of the probe andk the rotational
factor depending on the probe geometry.h and G are, re-
spectively, the viscosity and the elasticity of the surround
medium. One can define the relaxation timet:

t5
h

G
, ~2!

which is a measure of the time required for stress relaxat
This relaxation time is a convenient independent param
to quantify the extent of fluidlike versus solidlike behavio
of the material: a purely elastic medium is characterized
t5`, whereas a purely fluid medium is characterized byt
50.

The probes used in this study are magnetic endoso
chained in the direction of an applied magnetic field. At
50, the permanent magnetic field is instantaneously rota
through an angleu0 with respect to its initialx direction~see
Fig. 1 for angle notations!. The kinetics of the resulting ro
tation of each chain depends on the local viscoelasticity s
rounding it. For such a probe geometry, it was demonstra
@22# that the geometrical factork follows a phenomenologi-
cal law for any size of chain: ifN is the number of magnetic
microspheres per chain,

k~N!5
2N2

ln~N/2!12.4/N
. ~3!

For magnetic endosomes exhibiting a paramagnetic beha
the magnetic torque exerted on a chain ofN endosomes,
under the effect of an external magnetic fieldB making an
angle (u02u) with the chain orientation, has been calculat
in @24# and is written

G5kmV
sin@2~u02u!#

2
, ~4!

wherekm is defined as

km~N!5
1

8m0
Nx2B2. ~5!

m0 is the vacuum permeability constant andx is the mag-
netic susceptibility of the endosomes, defined as the frac
of their volume magnetizationMe(B) over the fieldB:

x~B!5m0

Me~B!

B
. ~6!

With the applied magnetic torque given in Eq.~4!, the chain
dynamics in a fluid having a linear Maxwellian rheologic
behavior@Eq. ~1!# becomes

du

dt
5

km

2k

1

h S sin@2~u02u!#1t
d

dt
$sin@2~u02u!#% D .

~7!

s

8-3
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WILHELM, GAZEAU, AND BACRI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061908 ~2003!
To describe the rheological properties of the cell interi
we consider an extension of the Maxwell mechanical circ
~Voigt-Maxwell body! as represented in Fig. 2~b!. A Voigt
element~parallel arrangement of a springG and a dashpo
h1) accounts for the solidlike behavior whereas the dash
h accounts for the liquidlike behavior. In this case, the ro
tion of the probe is governed by Eq.~8!:

h1

G

d2u

dt2
1

du

dt
5

G

kVh
1

1

kVG S 11
h1

h DdG

dt
, ~8!

where G is the magnetic torque defined in Eq.~4!. For a
chain rotating toward a magnetic field atu0 from the initial
chain orientation, the motion equation is written as

t1

d2u

dt2
1

du

dt
5

km

2k

1

h S sin@2~u02u!#

1~t1t1!
d

dt
$sin@2~u02u!#% D . ~9!

k and km are given by Eqs.~3! and ~5!, h is the viscosity,
t15h1 /G is the lag time due to the Voigt element~time
required for the extension of the spring to its equilibrium!,
and t5h/G is the relaxation time. Figure 3 shows typic
response curves obtained by resolving Eq.~9! numerically
for different sets of viscoelastic parameters. The viscosith
governs the long time viscous flow behavior@Fig. 3~a!# and
the shear modulusG the initial fast elastic jump@Fig. 3~c!#.
The lower the viscosityh1, the faster is the initial elastic
jump ~the limit h150 corresponding to the Maxwell behav
ior, instantaneous jump! @Fig. 3~b!#.

IV. RESULTS

A. Formation of magnetic endosomes in living cells:
Chaining effect under magnetic field

Magnetic nanoparticles, owing to their tiny volume a
negative surface charges, present a high nonspecific affi
for the plasma membrane of various cells, probably of el
trostatic origin. Nanoparticle adsorption on the plasma me
brane triggers their internalization within endocyto
vesicles, following the endocytosis pathway. The differe
steps of nanoparticle endocytosis and the cytoplasmic lo
ization of magnetic compartments have been fully charac
ized in @25#. Electron micrographs of labeled cells show th
after the whole incubation~1 h! and chase~1 h! process, the
nanoparticles, which are dark to electrons, are densely
fined within membrane bound organelles, likely late end
somes or lysosomes, of mean diameterd50.6 mm @Fig.
4~a!#.

Submitted to an external homogeneous magnetic fieldB,
endosomes loaded with iron oxide nanoparticles attract e
other via dipole-dipole magnetic interactions and fo
chains inside the cytoplasm along the direction of the fie
Such endosome chaining can be seen on electron m
graphs of cells that are fixed under a 100 mT magnetic fi
@Fig. 4~b!#. Chains containing from two to ten endosomes~1
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to 6 mm long! are observed throughout the cytoplasm. No
that, along the chain, each magnetic endosome stays a
tinct entity. By transmission light microscopy, chains of ma
netic endosomes appear as black bars inside the cells@Fig.
4~c!#. The combined observations of chains inside the c
and cytoskeleton networks show that the chaining effect d
not perturb either actin filaments or microtubule architectu
no anisotropic structure of the filaments that correlates to
chain orientation is revealed@Fig. 5~a!#. In addition, once
they are formed in the entire cell, endosome chains are st

FIG. 3. Theoretical curves calculated numerically from Eq.~9!
for a presumed chain of three magnetic endosomes rotating tow
a B539 mT magnetic field oriented along theu5u0 direction. One
can observe the separate effects of the viscositiesh andh1 and of
the shear modulusG.
8-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! Electron micrographs representin
parts of the cytoplasm of HeLa cells after 1
incubation at 37 °C with magnetic nanoparticle
(@Fe#510 mM ) followed by 1 h chase. The
nanoparticles~black points! are confined within
endosomes, dispersed throughout the cell cy
plasm. ~b! Electron micrographs of HeLa cell
after 1 h incubation at 37 °C with magnetic nano
particles (@Fe#510 mM ) followed by 1 h chase
~including 30 min under a homogeneous ma
netic fieldB05100 mT). Chains of magnetic en
dosomes are observed along the magnetic fi
direction.~c! Living HeLa cell light transmission
images. Chains of magnetic endosomes~pointed
out with solid arrows! are oriented along thex
direction of the magnetic field created by the tw
pairs of Helmholtz coils~see the setup in Fig. 1!.

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Effect of drugs that se-
lectively disorganize filaments of the cytoske
eton. The same cells are labeled with antitubu
antibody~left! and fluorescent phalloidin~center!
and are observed with a confocal microscope@di-
rect image~right!#. Cells are fixed when submit
ted to a magnetic fieldB05100 mT. ~a! Control
cells. ~b! Cells treated for 30 min with 10mM
nocodazole.~c! HeLa cells treated for 10 min
with 1 mM latrunculine A.
061908-5
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WILHELM, GAZEAU, AND BACRI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061908 ~2003!
under magnetic field with respect to the further disruption
actin filaments or microtubules using cytoplasmic dru
@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!#.

B. Chains of magnetic endosomes as probes for the
viscoelasticity: Validation and calibration

The rotational microrheology technique described in S
III has been validated in a typical Maxwell fluid in@22# using
0.65mm paramagnetic microspheres made of iron ox
nanoparticles dispersed in low density polystyrene. To de
onstrate that chains of magnetic endosomes, as well, are
able probes for viscoelasticity, the magnetic properties of
magnetic endosomes must be determined, and the rotatio
chains of magnetic endosomes must be monitored inside
previously investigated Maxwell fluid. Intracellular magne
endosomes must therefore be extracted from the cell ins
Cells were mechanically lysed in a 250 mM sucrose me-
dium, the postnuclear supernatant~PNS! obtained after cen-
trifugation and the magnetic endosomes isolated from
rest of the PNS through a magnetic column~high magnetic
field gradient!. First, the magnetization curve of a know
number of the purified magnetic endosomes, obtained u
a superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!,
shows that the magnetic endosomes exhibit a superpara
netic behavior, acquiring a global magnetization per unit v
umeMe(B) under a magnetic fieldB, with no magnetic hys-
teresis ~the nanoparticles are consequently free to rot
within the surrounding endosome lumen!. Each endosome o
mean diameterd carries a magnetic momentme(B)
5(p/6)d3Me(B). The saturation magnetization at 5 T yield
to a mean saturating magnetic moment of 6.2310215 A m2

for an endosome, equivalent to a content of about 5.23104

nanoparticles per endosome, occupying a volume fractio
24%. Second, the purified magnetic endosomes are dispe
inside the Maxwell fluid, at a volume fraction of 0.07%. Th
fluid consists of a solution of surfactant molecules cethyl
methyl ammonium chloride~CTAC! in water, forming cylin-
drical micelles which entangle and confer viscoelastic pr
erties on the system. The micellous solution has b
previously characterized with a Couette rheometer at a fi
temperature of 30 °C, demonstrating a Maxwell behav
with the viscosity h53.5 Pa s and the shear modulusG
559 Pa~relaxation timet50.06 s). Chains of magnetic en
dosomes are formed within this viscoelastic fluid, and
rotation of chains containingN endosomes (N varying from
2 to 8! is measured as a function of time@Fig. 6~a!#. Experi-
mental points are well adjusted using Eq.~7!, which is char-
acteristic of Maxwell behavior. The magnetic factor is calc
lated from Eq.~5!, where the magnetic susceptibilityx for
the applied fieldB is measured on the magnetization curve
the endosomes. The best adjustments@solid curves in Fig.
6~a!# are obtained for a viscosityh53.560.2 Pa s, a relax-
ation time t50.0660.005 s, and a geometrical factork
varying with the numberN of endosomes in the chain a
represented in Fig. 6~b!. These viscoelastic parameters are
good agreement with the parameters deduced from con
tional rheological measurements. Moreover, the geometr
factor k varies withN as predicted by Eq.~3! @see the solid
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line in Fig. 6~b!#. This assay with a known viscoelastic flui
definitely validates the use of chains of magnetic endosom
with different lengths, to probe the viscoelasticity of the
surrounding medium.

C. Measurement of local viscoelasticity in the cell cytoplasm

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! shows typical rotational respons
curves for chains of magnetic endosomes within HeLa ce
The rotation time varies from several seconds@Fig. 7~a!# to a
few tenths of seconds@Fig. 7~b!#. When one member of the
cytoskeleton network is deleted, actin filaments@Fig. 7~c!# or
microtubules@Fig. 7~d!#, all the chains rotate with approxi
mately the same characteristic time of the order of a f
tenths of seconds. For all cases, the response curves ex
two regimes, reflecting a Maxwell-like behavior~effective
viscosity and elasticity associated in series!: a fast elastic
deflection followed by a long time viscous behavior. T
initial elastic response occurs with a nonzero characteri
time t1, eliminating therefore a description with a simp

FIG. 6. Calibration of the rotational microrheology assay w
chains of magnetic endosomes as probes.~a! Rotation of chains of
N endosomes inside a linear viscoelastic fluid under the effect
step magnetic field applied att50, making an angle of 45° with
respect to the initial chain orientation. Initial and final chain orie
tations are illustrated in the insets for a chain of four endosom
The solid curves represent the optimal adjustment of the experim
tal points with Eq.~6! and correspond to the rheological behavior
a Maxwell viscoelastic fluid.~b! Validation of the geometrical fac-
tor governing the torque applied on the chains by the fluid. Exp
mental points~circles! are well described by the phenomenologic
law ~solid line! defined in Eq.~3!.
8-6
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Maxwell model. Then the chains attain the direction of t
permanent field with the relaxation timet. The arrangemen
of rheological mechanical elements represented in Fig. 2~b!
~also called a Voigt-Maxwell body! is the simplest configu-
ration that explains the experimental curves. It consists o
Voigt element ~parallel arrangement of a springG and a
dashpoth1) accounting for the solidlike behavior at sho
times, in series with a dashpoth responsible for the liquid-
like behavior at longer times.h represents the effective vis
cosity of the network surrounding the chains,t5h/G is the
effective relaxation time@equivalent to the Maxwell vis-
coelastic time defined in Eq.~2!# which controls the estab
lishment of the long time viscous flow regime, andt1
5h1 /G is the characteristic time measuring the establi
ment of the initial elastic stress (h1 reflects the finite initial
flow!. With this configuration, the chain dynamics is d
scribed by Eq.~9!, which fits the experimental curves wit
very good agreement~see the solid lines in Fig. 7!. For each
chain tested, Eq.~9! is numerically resolved with the param
etersk and km , respectively, calculated from Eqs.~3! and
~5!, with the correct numberN of endosomes in the chain, th
applied magnetic fieldB, and the corresponding magnet
susceptibility.

To investigate the occurrence of shear-thinning or she
thickening effects inside the cell, response curves to suc
sive step-field pulses were measured for the same ch
Five successive rotational response curves for one iden
chain are illustrated in Fig. 8~a!, showing no significant dif-

FIG. 7. Examples of angular response curves for two differ
chains inside cells with intact cytoskeleton: chain can rotate ei
in a few tenths of seconds~a! or in a few seconds~b!, depending on
its intracellular localization. Typical angular response curves fo
chain inside a cell where actin filaments have been disrupted~c! or
where microtubules have been disrupted~d!. The best fits are rep
resented by solid lines and correspond to the viscoelastic pa
eters h51.8 Pa s, t50.36 s, t150.026 s ~a!; h50.35 Pa s, t
50.044 s,t150.009 s~b!; h50.6 Pa s,t50.1 s,t150.008 s~c!;
h50.32 Pa s,t50.043 s,t150.009 s~d!. Representative observa
tions of the chains just before the instantaneous rotation of the
~chains are along the vertical direction! and after the rotation of the
chains~chains are oriented atu5u0545° from the vertical direc-
tion! are superimposed on the plots (bar51 mm).
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deduced from the best fits using Eq.~9!. Then, to study a
possible deviation from linear mechanical behavior, four d
ferent initial torques were applied to the same chains:
magnetic field is varied from 23 to 55 mT and the mecha
cal torque per chain volume~specific torque! ranges from 30
to 200 Pa. The average shear stress is then found betwee
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FIG. 8. ~a! Five successive rotations of a unique chain. For ea
angular response curve, the best fit is superimposed~black line!.
The viscoelastic parameters deduced do not significantly vary f
the first imposed rotation to the following ones. We findh52.6
60.4 Pa s,t50.2660.02 s, t150.0260.004 s. ~b! Angular re-
sponse curves, with the corresponding fits~black lines! for the same
chain submitted to increasing applied magnetic field~from 23 to 55
mT!. The deduced viscoelastic parameters do not depend on
initial applied torque, with mean valuesh50.9560.15 Pa s,t
50.3160.04 s,t150.03760.003 s.
8-7
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FIG. 9. Distribution of the vis-
coelastic parametersh, t, andt1

measured in cells with an intac
cytoskeleton and in cells treate
with either latrunculine A or no-
codazole. In intact cells, the distri
bution is obtained from measure
ment of 80 viscoelastic
parameters, each set of paramete
corresponding to the microenvi
ronment of a different chain. In
cells treated with cytoplasmic
drugs, 40 different chains were
analyzed for each condition. Not
the difference of scale. The mai
effects of the disruption of eithe
actin filaments or microtubules ar
the narrowing of the distribution
of the viscoelastic parameters an
the suppression of dense vis
coelastic regions.
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scrib-

ed,
Pa~chains of four endosomes submitted to a 23 mT magn
field! and 400 Pa~chains of two endosomes submitted to
55 mT magnetic field!. An example of the four rotationa
response curves obtained for one chain is illustrated in
8~b!, with the corresponding fits obtained from Eq.~9!. The
viscoelastic parameters deduced from the fits are found t
constant over a wide range of specific torque amplitud
Therefore, under our experimental conditions, the cell in
rior behaves as a Newtonian body.

The rotation of 80 distinct chains inside different HeL
cells with intact cytoskeleton and 40 different chains wh
actin filaments or microtubules are disrupted has been
lyzed in terms of the three viscoelastic parametersh, t, and
t1. The distributions of these three parameters are illustra
06190
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in Fig. 9. First, we note that the viscoelasticity exhibits lar
dispersion as a function of the chain localization inside
cells with an intact cytoskeleton. Moreover, we observed t
dense viscoelastic microenvironments~corresponding to a
viscosity up to 10 Pa s and a relaxation viscoelastic ti
which reaches 1 s! correspond mostly to chains located in th
center of the cell, near the nucleus, whereas most of
chains located farther from the nucleus suffer lower viscos
and relaxation time~with values that can fall down to 0.2
Pa s for the viscosity and 0.04 s for the relaxation time!. We
can deduce an average set of viscoelastic parameters de
ing the global mechanical properties of the cell interior:h
52.162 Pa s, t50.2560.23 s, and t150.0260.01 s.
When either actin filaments or microtubules are disrupt
8-8
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the local viscoelasticity becomes more homogeneous~see
Fig. 9! as a function of intracellular localization, with mea
values h50.4360.17 Pa s, t50.04360.017 s, and t1

50.0160.004 s for cells treated with latrunculine A, andh
50.460.14 Pa s, t50.04860.016 s, and t150.011
60.004 s for cells treated with nocodazole.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Rotational microrheology in living cells

The spontaneous endocytosis of anionic magnetic na
particles leads to the formation of endogeneous magn
endosomes within the cell cytoplasm that can be monito
with an external magnetic field as a control parameter. F
the intracellular magnetic probe results from the endocyto
process rather than phagocytosis and broadens to a
range of cell lines the possibility of monitoring magne
organelles. Second, endosomal magnetic labeling allows
to obtain relevant information about the organization of th
surrounding medium: in this study, we use the technique
veloped in@22# to mechanically characterize the endoso
microenvironment. The directed local rotation of chains
endosomes, observed on a short temporal scale with
trarapid videomicroscopy, reveals the local viscoelastic pr
erties of the medium surrounding the chains. By optical m
croscopy, it is difficult to detect magnetic endosom
Compared to microbeads contained within phagosomes,
for example in@21#, endosomes are smaller and easily co
fused with other organelles of the cell cytoplasm. The use
fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles for endosomal labe
could overcome this obstacle and allow on to probe the
cytoplasm by translating fluorescent magnetic endosom
Nevertheless, fluorescence microscopy does not allow on
study short time dynamics, which is crucial for the determ
nation of elasticity. These limitations motivated the choice
working on small chains of endosomes formed in a perm
nent magnetic field and easily recognizable. In respons
rapid rotation~in less than 1ms), the chains rotate inside th
cell cytoplasm and their dynamics is governed by the v
coelasticity of their microenvironment. Moreover, the ro
tion of the chain is observed with a time resolution up to
ms, allowing one to catch the initial fast elastic respon
This approach to measuring intracellular mechanical prop
ties offers critical advantages: the use of an endogeneous
biologically functional probe, the temporal resolution, a
the micrometric spatial range of the measurement.

B. Generality of the Maxwell liquid model for the viscoelasticity
of the cell interior

The rotational microrheology method is grounded in t
analysis of the rotational response in terms of a simple
chanical equivalent circuit composed of suitable arrays
two elementary elements, dashpot and spring. To unders
the significance and generality of the linear equivalent
cuits that have been used to describe the cell viscoelast
one must distinguish the techniques achieving cell defor
tion through manipulations at the cell surface from the pur
intracellular rheological methods. Whole-cell deformation
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generally explained by the association of a permanent
sion or an elastic spring, accounting for the contributions
both the plasma membrane and the cortical cytoskeleton
parallel with a Maxwell circuit modeling the cell interio
@26,27,4,28,29#. The prevalent model for cytoplasm rheo
logical behavior is therefore a viscoelastic liquid, represen
by the Maxwell model. At short times~high frequency!, the
dynamics is dominated by elasticity, whereas at long tim
~low frequency!, the medium behaves as a pure viscous l
uid. The opposite behavior~viscoelastic solid or liquid at
short times and solid at long times! is represented by the
Voigt model ~spring and dashpot in parallel!. When the cy-
toplasm viscoelasticity is probed from inside the cell by an
lyzing the response of an intracellular bead to an app
stress @21,20,30#, an extension of the Maxwell mode
~Kelvin-Maxwell or Voigt-Maxwell models! is needed to ac-
count for the local dissipation during the initial elastic d
flection of the bead. In the present study, the Voigt-Maxw
model is actually the simplest configuration of viscoelas
parameters that fits the experimental curves with remarka
accuracy. The Voigt element (G,h1) is responsible for the
elastic response at short times: during the correspond
characteristic timet15h1 /G, the matrix surrounding the
chain behaves as a viscoelastic solid. The elastic stress
relaxes in a timet5h/G. After this relaxation, the microen
vironment of the endosomes behaves just like a liquid w
viscosityh. To compare this phenomenological model wi
rheological measurements that provide the frequency de
dence of the complex viscoelastic modulusG* (v), one can
write the equation of motion@Eq. ~8!# in the complex Fourier
domain and directly deduce the complex shear modu
equivalent to the Voigt-Maxwell model:

G* ~v!5Gdexpid5 ihv
11 ivt1

11 iv~t1t1!
. ~10!

The magnitudeGd is a measure of the cytoplasm’s resistan
to deformation and the phase lagd is an index of the cyto-
plasm’s solidlike (d50) or liquidlike (d5p/2) behavior as
a function of frequency. The global magnitude and phase
the viscoelastic modulus describing the whole-cell inter
can then be directly calculated from all the local viscoelas
parameters measured in HeLa cells~Fig. 9!. They are both
represented in Fig. 10 for intact cells and for cells trea
with cytoplasmic drugs. Note that the relevance of the sh
modulus is reduced to the frequency range~1–500 Hz! im-
posed by the time scale and resolution of the direct rota
measurement. Its high frequency behavior@almost liquidlike
(d5p/2) and dominated by the ‘‘microviscosity’’h1] is
characteristic of semiflexible polymer dynamics and refle
the local bending modes of the cytoskeleton networks.
low frequency, however, the cytoplasm exhibits a fully li
uidlike behavior ~effective viscosityh), which contrasts
with the behavior of pureF-actin, which is solidlike@16# and
dependent on filament length. In between,d shows a mini-
mum, revealing a viscoelastic behavior. The effect of cyto
eletal drugs in the perinuclear region appears as a decrea
magnitudeGd and a more liquidlike behavior at low fre
quency.
8-9
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C. Implications for the cytoarchitecture

Under our experimental conditions~time scale 0.002–1 s
perturbation on the micrometer scale, specific appl
torques ranging from 30 to 200 Pa!, the cell interior behaves
as a Newtonian body. This behavior was previously fou
for macrophages in@21# with similar experimental condi-
tions, or in @15# where ferrimagnetic microbeads bound
integrin receptors on the surface of muscle cells were m
netically twisted. In the last study, the cortical cytoskelet
and the cytoplasm were deformed together with spec
torque amplitudes 1.8–130 Pa, close to the ones applie
the present work.

In intact cells, the viscoelastic parameters exhibit a h
degree of heterogeneity with a relaxation timet differing by
one order of magnitude between different subregions of
cell interior. On the whole, chains with perinuclear localiz
tion appear firmly entrapped in a rigid mesh characterized
h53.2 Pa s andt50.4 s, although most of the chains lo
cated farther from the center of the cell rotate more eas
yielding h50.4 Pa s andt50.05 s. By averaging all the lo
cally measured viscoelasticities, one finds the mean visco

FIG. 10. Global frequency dependent modulusGd ~above! and
phased ~below! of the equivalent complex shear modulus descr
ing the interior of HeLa cells, treated or not with cytoplasmic dru
deduced from the entire sets of measured local viscoelastic pa
eters.
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h52.1 Pa s and relaxation timet50.25 s inside cells with
an intact cytoskeleton. When one type of cytoskeletal fi
ment ~filamentous actin or microtubules! is disrupted, the
whole cytoplasm is found to exhibit roughly the same rhe
logical properties, whatever the intracellular localization
the probed chains within the cell. The corresponding me
viscoelastic parameters fall toh50.43 Pa s, t50.043 s
when actin filaments are disrupted and toh50.4 Pa s,t
50.048 s when microtubules are disrupted, close to the
ues obtained in regions far from the nucleus inside int
cells. One must note that the conditions of the selective
polymerization rupture of either microtubules or actin fil
ments may lead to a reorganization of the remaining cyto
eleton filaments. The similar decrease of the measu
viscoelasticities whether actin filaments or microtubules
disrupted suggests that the microenvironment of the chain
no longer dependent on the presence of microtubules or a
filaments and reflects the cytoplasm content~cytosol, mito-
chondria, endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi membrane!.
Hence the measured viscoelasticities provide relevant ins
into the cytoarchitecture: chains located near the nucleus
embedded in a relatively rigid viscoelastic material where
the others are surrounded by a softer viscoelastic mate
The same measurement when one compound of the cyt
eleton is disrupted~actin filaments or microtubules! demon-
strates that the dense viscoelastic perinuclear subregio
due to a cooperation of both filamentous actin and micro
bules.

At this stage of our understanding, it is tempting to po
tulate that the difference in local viscoelasticity as a funct
of the cytoplasmic region is correlated with the function
status of the endosomes considered. It is well established
the motility of endosomes along microtubules is a key re
uisite for endocytotic vesicle sorting~by allowing vesicle
fission!, for the connection between early and late end
somes, and for the long range active transport of late en
somes that meet in the pericentriolar region to fuse with
sosomes@31#. According to our findings, these highly mobil
endosomes experience a soft viscoelastic medium. By c
trast, in the perinuclear region, the endosome motility is
duced by a dense viscoelastic network, in which both ac
filaments and microtubules cooperate. Thus both types
filaments may be implicated in the maintenance of the ste
state distribution of late endosomes and lysosomes in o
to favor fusion events between these two compartments
to regulate local delivery of internalized molecules to lyso
omes. This hypothesis is in keeping with the results of@32#,
which demonstrate the role of actin filaments and one as
ciated myosin in immobilizing lysosomes during their trav
along microtubules. It is also in agreement with the obser
tion of the inhibition of lysosomal degradation process wh
one impedes the confluence of endosomes near the
trosome@33#.

D. Comparison with other intracellular investigations

Magnetometry experiments have initiated global measu
ments of intracellular viscosity on pulmonary macrophag
having phagocytized micrometric ferromagnetic partic

-
,
m-
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@34,19,35#. Magnetic tweezer experiments have extended
use of a phagocytized magnetic microprobe to apply a lo
perturbation inside the cell. The response to step-force pu
of one individual magnetic phagosome inside a macroph
or amoeba is then analyzed in terms of an equiva
Maxwell-like mechanical circuit@21,30#. If the measured ef-
fective viscosities are about two orders of magnitude gre
than the ones obtained in the present work, the relaxa
times deduced, reflecting the proportion of fluidlike vers
solidlike behavior of the medium surrounding the probes,
nevertheless comparable.

Intracellular granules~diameter ;0.6 mm) have been
successfully trapped by optical tweezers in the cytoplasm
locomoting neutrophils@18#. They were oscillated at fre
quencies from 0.3 to 3 Hz with a maximum force applied
15 pN ~maximum applied stress 13 Pa! and with an ampli-
tude of 0.5mm. This technique of microrheology involvin
optical forces closely matches the magnetic rotational
crorheology conditions. The viscosity is found to be 0.4–
Pa s in the body and trailing regions of the migrating neut
phil, with relaxation times around 0.4 s, in very good agre
ment with the quantitative values measured in the pres
work. In addition, the authors have distinguished two po
lations of granules, a free easily oscillating population t
experiences a soft viscoelastic environment, and a com
mentary fixed population~too stiff to measure! that is
strongly embedded in the cytoskeleton networks. When
toskeletal drugs are added~cytochalasine D or nocodazole!,
the fraction of fixed versus free granules dramatically
creases, and all the granules exhibit the same rheolog
properties as the free granules in the control case. The
thors propose to identify the free granules as exocytotic
secretory vesicles, whereas the fixed granules could co
spond to vesicles performing lysosomal functions. This
havior is quite similar to the present measurements wh
endosomes embedded in a dense viscoelastic region are
tinguished from endosomes entrapped in a relatively soft
coelastic medium, presumably because of their differ
functioning status in the endocytotic pathway.

The Brownian motion of intracellular probes inside ep
thelial cells has been measured by laser tracking, in the
sence of any external force applied, with subnanometer
near-microsecond resolutions@16#. The mean square dis
placement is analyzed in terms of a complex viscoela
modulus G* (v) over a wide frequency bandwidth. Th
probes are rigid spherical lipid-storage granules that do
show active transport, localized both in the perinuclear
gion and in the actin-rich large, flat lamellae that is char
teristic of the kidney epithelial COS7 cell lines with numb
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one. These endogenous granules show subdiffusive beha
with submicronic displacement at all lag times~granules
showing large Brownian excursions cannot be tracked
laser tracking microrheology!. As for endosomes in Hela
cells ~see Fig. 10!, the phase lagd for the intracellular gran-
ules shows a nonmonotonic behavior with a minimu
Quantitatively, the authors findGd(1 Hz);8 Pa, d(1 Hz)
;0.3p, in good agreement with the values deduced from
phenomenological mechanical model describing the He
cell interior: Gd(1 Hz);4.4 Pa andd(1 Hz);0.27p. In
conclusion, rotational microrheology reveals a viscoelas
behavior that is very similar to the one deduced from la
tracking of passive granules.

The comparison between the different studies probing
mechanical properties of the cytoplasm provides insights
the crucial parameters for the biological significance of
measurements. First, the techniques used can either me
the spontaneous motion of intracellular probes or use an
ternal force to constrain the probe movement. Second,
choice of the intracellular probe is critical. Obviously, its si
determines the spatial range of the microenvironm
probed, but more important is the functional status of
probe within the cell. The distribution and dynamical beha
ior of various subcellular organelles~storage granules versu
secretory vesicles, for example! are governed by their role in
cell functioning or by the destination of their content. Th
microenvironment can be modulated by the recruitment
cytoskeletal filament and/or binding proteins with the vie
of achieving a specific process~fission, fusion, etc.!. Interac-
tions of the organelles with molecular motors are dictated
the need for long range transport or transient pause. Thus
microrheological intracellular measurements must be und
stood in relation to the complex machinery of intracellu
traffic. The rotational magnetic endosome microrheolo
technique therefore has relevance for a better understan
of intracellular dynamics, as, for instance, to probe very lo
variations in the cytoskeletal architecture and to identify
roles of cytoskeletal proteins in relation to endocytotic co
partments.
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